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About This Game

When a young woman is forced to lead a mad king's army, can she do what it takes to survive? A genre-defying fantasy visual
novel.

As a young girl, Marcus Cordale was rescued from a violent political coup and taken away from the country of her birth. To
protect her identity, she was raised as a boy. On her eighteenth birthday she joins the army of Orthera, in search of her elder
brother. But when war breaks out, the Ortheran army is thrown into turmoil, and the young recruit is catapulted through the

ranks. Can she step up to lead, and wage a battle against the kingdom that she once called home?

A story of political intrigue, love, and war: Navigate a world rife with political intrigue, bloodshed, and uncertainty as a young
soldier still seeking her place in the world. Form strong bonds with others to survive.

Every choice counts: Player agency is everything, and you can act as you please. But be aware—each time you make a decision,
it has the potential to affect everything from battle outcomes to your relationships with other characters. And you may lose a

friend or two before the war is over!

Prepare for battle: Before major battle sequences, the player has the opportunity to hone many different skills, including
swordplay, medicine, and magic. What you take the time to learn can make all the difference in a future skirmish!

Relationships with others: The player’s relationships with NPCs are more than just dry statistics—each character has a story to
tell and secrets to uncover. Acting in a certain way towards one person may jeopardize or strengthen your relationship with

another.
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Nice art work. Quality of characters and firearms are great. As a female gamer, I really look forward to seeing stronger, stylish
and beautiful women characters.. Well this was an unexpected little gem for me as I've never really bought anything from
Fastline Simulation.

As for the obvious part the pack contains ZCA Sea Urchin wagons with EWS branding with livery variations while also coming
in an clean and weathered appearence. They come with different loads and even the empties have a liittle bit leftover load in
them.

An unexpected surprise is you get an extra free pack with this add-on. This conains Temporary Speed Restriction 'TSR' warning
boards, portable AWS magnate and warning lights for scenario making but to top it off is that the manual also provides a few
links that shows you how to use them correctly.

Certainly a worthwhile buy.
. A very fun adventure game which is a parody of the internet. Its hard to explain in words but its a very enoyable experience. It
mainly involves walking around the world meeting characters and carrying out quests to progress the game and attain likes
which unlock more worlds which you can access through the axis plaza.. An enhanced version of a true classic RPG.
Recommended!. Seems like a fun little physical challenge \/ "workoutt \/ reflex game. Difficult to read the in-game instructions
\/ hints; but a neat idea and experience... I just need to play more and get a better feel for the controls. :)
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I was really surprised by this game. I played the demo months ago and finally bought it the other day, but I have a completely
different view of it now. I found Sofya irritating in the demo (idk why) but as I played as her more I became more attached to
her and the other characters throughout the game.

It was interesting getting to know the opinions, likes, dislikes and personalities of each character, and view their interactions
with each other. There were lots of twists and turns and character development, and I'm looking forward to the next episode,
whenever it comes out.

Also - THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR GIVING ALL THE CHARACTERS VOICES; voices can express feelings, tones and
intentions that simply reading text cannot.

(ps 10\/10 would buy again for Arkady, he is actually my perfect daddy). This will be a short review as I'll review the contents
of the Season Pass separately. Arkham Origins' Season Pass includes almost all DLC, except the Black Mask Challenge Pack
(what's up with that?), and I'd say that, if you enjoy Arkham Origins, this is a good purchase, especially if you can get it during a
sale. Now, the only worthy DLCs would be Cold, Cold Heart and Initiation, but the extra skins are good as well. I recommend
it.. Phenomenal, beautiful, and powerful.

If you enjoy quiet exploration and puzzle games that rely heavily on visuals and music to tell a story, you will enjoy this.. I
couldn't get pass the title track, Narcissu. The OST is done so beautifully. Definitely worth the buy to support them.. I got this
when it was $2 on sale. Honestly this was about the most boring DLC out of the bunch. It was not bad, it was not good, it was
just plain blah. Although it was the first DLC mission that progressed through two eras which was different. Sadly the two era
thing was the most ineresting thing about the mission.

The super computer building is not a good addition to your building library like other DLC buildings. Very doubtful you would
ever build it in a sandbox game except if you were going for the research achivement.

If you are not a fan of DLC for Tropico then you should stay away form this one as far as possible. If you liek the DLC stuff,
you are going to buy it anyways, lol.. What a wonderful game! A lot of fun for a plant fanatic like me. It's still a little buggy (I
clicked to go back while the camera was still moving towards the shelf of pots, and it got stuck there in mid-air), but that's to be
expected from a newly-released game.

The concept is very nice and very well executed, in my opinion. With this and Viridi in my game library, my digital plant life is
complete!. This is a very lazy lazy money soaking release from RSC DTG. They have done very little to address the issues with
the original IHH model. A few new textures, getting rid of the waving fireman and aligning even worse generic sounds to it then
the IHH original including the addition of the very irritating constant high pitch blowing off the safety valve.

The 9f is a iconic loco and deserves a better uninterested shabby re release then this, as for DTG customers, this just shows how
much respect we are actually afforded by the company, "release any ole Sh*te for the weekend" attitude is very much evident
here. No doubt Steam sounds supreme will have to come to the rescue with new decent sound set which might be the saving
grace if you have purchased this already. If you haven't, even at a heavy discount it's very disappointing lazy release. Avoid..
Hello! If you are reading this review, this means you may be thinking about buying this game. Before the review starts, I would
like to say YES do buy this game, it is so much fun. Anyways, onto the review!

Cloudberry Kingdom is a game with infinitely generated levels. Every single level is possible to beat, no matter the challenge.
The AI can show you the path through the level, if you're not so sure. There is a story line, but I don't really pay much attention
to it. Mostly what matters are the levels themselves. There are quite a few power-ups you can be, which affect the gameplay in
big ways. Most notable is the spaceship power-up, which I quite dislike. All the others are pretty fun to play with, such as the
double jump, jetpack, hero-in-a-box, and a few more. Most of the powerups are quite enjoyable, but still, that ship power-up?
No thanks. The graphics are nothing to write home about, just a cartoony style perfect for a game like this. Overall, I'd rate this
game 8\/10, mostly for it's replayablility. But, the spaceship, I HATE THE SPACESHIP LEVELS UGG- Anyways, yea, buy
this game, it is gr8!. VERY VERY GOOD It's about time. though not deep (and I like some depth) ITS IS ADVERTISED AS A
ARCADE GAME. So that's explanitory. It is exciting, it is gratifying, it is fun and a LITTLE tiring. I had to move my controller
from hand to hand because I found I was gripping it so hard. I also like that I'm not punching around so I don't hit furniture.
Graphics are as good as you can get in VR. I would like a antialiasing option (the edges are a little gritty). I would also love to
have the old ARCADE "attract mode" where a playing demo explains the game. It says primary and pad to... and disappears.
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Took me 3 games to see what it said about 2nd weapon. Still didn't know how to use 2nd weapon until 4th or 5th play. I'm
currently 6th place on steam scores! But then probably only 6 people have it at this early date ;-)

Great game to have in your collection. Some things confuse me still - I get to around 3rd or 4th boss area and LASERS come
out (4 green) are they mine? or on me? does that mean get out of the way? I suppose like all ARCADE games you begin to learn
the order\/pattern and will memorize your way through the game. (I'm not good at that). But it's a great distraction and at 15.00
(on sale now at 12.00) A VERY GOOD VALUE.

Oh I'd also like a way to jump right back in - while I love the intro... I've seen it 6 times now and want to get playing again
without the formalities. But that is part of what you get for your quarter in the arcades.

Extremely professional, extremely polished... It's much better than GunJack - though similar... it's a combo of GUNJACK and
XORTEX (in the lab demo... which I really liked, but I don't like all the hassle to get into it). If they added more depth... maybe
a story and some more weapons - it could become a 29.95 game.

There is a lot more VARIETY in this than the other two predicessors. The scenery is always changing as you are moving
forward through space... so the enemy types change. I was pleased to see the ships give way to turrets and missiles - even the
occational asteroid.. Very interesting piece of interactive entertainment by Tequila Works :)
Good acting and visuals. Exploring the mansion is pretty cool, with all its secrets.
Totally recommended!

[Played on VIVE]
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